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Why netTerrain?
Hierarchical Diagrams: they are the heart of the tool and don’t require Visio or
third-party applets.
The Best Usability: we are obsessed. We believe a network documentation tool
should maximize efficiency, not make things harder.
Powerful Object Modeling: while other tools give you a fixed catalog of objects,
we provide you with an entire modeling layer to help create your entities and
rules in minutes.
Flexible and Object Orientes: add or remove properties, change visual cues,
create business rules and apply them to thousands of objects in seconds.
Custom Reporting: create your own reports; don’t depend on the reports that
are provided to you.
Modern Platform: netTerrain uses HTML5-based browser technology for a slick
multi-user experience. No plug-ins, no clients.
Powerful, Worry-free Integration Toolkit: that’s right - we create connectors to
any commercial tool you already have for increased automation at no cost, and
we even learn how to create connectors to your own systems.
Feature-Rich Discovery: we bring in any assets, ports, layer 3 links and much
more using protocols such as SNMP or by tapping into your existing operational
tools.
Granular Security: 8 different access roles (AD and FIPS compliant) configurable
on a per diagram basis puts you in control.

Automate, Visualize and Optimize
Your Data Center
Space and Rack management
Environmental (power and temperature) monitoring Discovery capabilities
Asset management
Cable and circuit management
Capacity planning and forecasting
Logical, virtual and application views
Outside plant
Robust discovery engine for devices, ports and links.
Connectors to any third party data source for further automation.
Physical and logical views of your networks, systems and apps.
Inventory and Asset management for any IT and non IT elements.
Cable and circuit management - from layer 0 to 7.
Map VMs and application visualization.
Capacity planning and forecasting with full dashboard and reporting engine.

netTerrain Enterprise addresses both Data Center Infrastructure
Management and Network Documentation in one solution, combining
the features found in both netTerrain DCIM and netTerrain Logical, to
provide a visualization portal to both the physical and logical network
infrastructure.

netTerrain DCIM

Dynamic physical hierarchical and
subcomponent diagrams of data
centers, IT inventory and networks.

netTerrain Logical

Data-driven documentation and
visual diagramming of IT networks.

Bridge the gap between the Physical Data Center view and the Network view by simply
double–clicking on a device in a network diagram to see where the device is located in a
physical view (rack location, room, building) and vice versa. With netTerrain Enterprise,
organizations can troubleshoot problems faster by understanding the topology
and connectivity of the network and its physical location, resulting in service level
improvements, better capabilities, lower costs, and the ability to optimize the overall
design of the network.

